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Abstrat
We show how alternative set semantis an be used to analyze a lass of lexial items frequently found
in natural language requests to searh engines and databases (inluding other (than), suh (as), and
besides as well as better, faster, and other omparatives). We show how the analyses allow us
to infer properties of entities, as in the bolded phrase above where other lienses the inferene that
better and faster are omparatives.
Keywords: alternative set semantis, inferene, presupposition
1 Introdution
An alternative set is a set of propositions whih dier with respet to how one or more
arguments are lled [11, 17, 18℄. For example, the alternative set flike(mary; jen);
like(mary; bob); :::g, summarized as X:like(mary;X), represents the entities that
Mary likes. Rooth uses the onept of alternative sets to desribe the semantis of
the fous partiles even and only. Only involves the restrition of an alternative set
to a single element. For example, in the sentene Mary likes only Bob, out of the
alternative set X:like(mary;X), only one element, like(mary; bob), is true.
Other lexial items suh as suh (as), other (than), and besides an also be under-
stood in terms of alternative sets (\alt-sets"). For example, besides, in the question
Who does Mary like besides Bob?, appeals to the alt-set X:like(mary;X) and on-
siders all elements exept for like(mary; bob).
Alt-sets are of more than theoretial interest: [16℄ and [23℄ have already shown that
alt-sets form the semanti basis for ontrast in intonation, and this an be exploited
in speeh interpretation and speeh generation [2℄. We believe that alternative set
semantis an also benet query handling in natural language information retrieval
(NLIR) systems, suh as The Eletri Monk
1
[5℄. Among queries sent to the Monk
are the following.
(1) a. What is the drinking age in Afghanistan?
What is the drinking age in other ountries?
b. Where an I nd web browsers for download?
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. Where an I nd a list of all the shoe manufaturers in the world?
Where an I nd shoes made by Bualino, suh as the Bushwakers?
For the Monk to answer the seond query in (1a), it must identify Afghanistan as
a ountry and exlude it from the urrent searh. Similar reasoning in (1b) should
onlude that Netsape is a web browser to be exluded from the searh. Inorretly
inluding it an so overwhelm the results that no other answers are returned to the
user. In (1), one must onlude that Bushwakers are shoes made by Bualino whih
an be non-exlusively inluded in the searh.
Hearst [8℄ demonstrates ases where pattern mathing an extrat knowledge from
these onstrutions. In this paper, we present an alternative, formal approah to alt-
set words, showing how relevant information an be systematially inferred through
limited aommodation of their presuppositions. It is unlikely that all suh informa-
tion would already be available in an NLIR system's knowledge base (KB), so it is
important that it be able to infer this knowledge when given the opportunity.
Using a lexialized grammar, we show that dividing the semantis of lexial items
into assertion and presupposition
2
, as in [24℄ and [26℄, reveals a simple and elegant
analysis whih exploits regularities of alt-set words. This analysis provides a new
approah to interpreting alt-set words, inluding those with disourse anaphora suh
as (1a), whih [8℄ fails to handle. At the same time, the analysis provides a method
for inferring new information without any further mahinery.
2 Bakground
2.1 CCG
Our semanti analysis is tied to a syntati analysis using Combinatory Categorial
Grammar (CCG) [22℄. CCG is a lexialized grammar that enodes both the syntati
and semanti properties of a word in the lexion. For instane, a transitive verb suh
as nd might have the lexial entry in (2).
(2) find =
(
syntax : (SnNP )=NP
semantis : XY:find(Y;X)
The symbol = refers to a rightward looking ategory and n to a leftward looking
ategory. (2) states that the syntati ategory of nd is a funtor that requires
its argument, a noun phrase, on its right. The orresponding semanti argument
is simultaneously olleted and bound to the outer variable X . A new funtor is
returned whose syntati argument, another noun phrase, must be on its left. The
orresponding semanti argument is bound to Y . The result is a sentene whose
semantis is find(Y;X) with X and Y bound as desribed above.
Categories ombine using rules suh as forward and bakward funtion appliation:
(3) a.
X=Y : f Y : a ) X : (f a)
b.
Y : a XnY : f ) X : (f a)
The derivation in (4) shows how these rules ombine the lexial items in I nd shoes
into single syntati and semanti ategories. Here, > indiates forward appliation
and <, bakward appliation.
2
We take the pragmati view of presuppositions explored by [13℄ and [21℄ whih, stated loosely, sees them as
propositions that must be true for an utterane to make sense. For an overview of presupposition, see [1℄.
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(4) I find shoes
NP : I (SnNP )=NP : XY:find(Y;X) NP : shoes
>
SnNP : Y:find(Y; shoes)
<
S : find(I; shoes)
2.2 Lexial Semantis as Assertion and Presupposition
We follow [24℄ and [26℄ in separating lexial semantis into assertion and presupposi-
tion. The assertion is omputed during the derivation (Setion 2.1), and presupposi-
tion is evaluated through the mehanism desribed in Setion 5.1.
We will write lexial entries in the following form, where the semanti parameters











presupposition : proposition set
2.3 Set Semantis of Nouns
Following [12℄ and [14℄, a ommon noun is interpreted as the set of entities having the
property of that noun. We take the property and the set as together forming an alt-
set
3
. Neither speaker nor hearer need be aware of its omplete extension; in fat, we
demonstrate here how extensions an grow through presupposition aommodation.
To simplify matters, we will write alt-sets as desriptionf:::g, a set with a property
attribute, alled a desription, whose elements, the ground, are entities with that prop-
erty. For example, the alt-set represented by the noun ountry is fountry(argentina);
ountry(brazil); :::g. This alt-set has the desription X:ountry(X) and the ground
fargentina; brazil; :::g. One agent's urrent semantis for ountry might be (5)
4
. The
seletor funtions ground and desription return the omponents of an alt-set.
While this way of writing the alt-set is less expressive beause it does not allow
abstration over prediates, it is suÆient to demonstrate the laims in this paper.
(5) ountry = ountryfargentina; brazil; hina; denmarkg
3 Alt-Set Words
The alt-set words we have analyzed fall into two lasses: those that assemble a set
from elements and those that exise a set from a larger set. In either ase, one
partiular set of elements is of interest, the gure. With assembly words, the gure is
either admitted into the ground of the alternative set, or ombined with a omplement
to form the ground. With exision, the gure is expliitly exluded from the ground.
We show here that the gure, ground, and omplement may derive from struturally-
related onstituents, or one or more of them may be presupposed.
For these analyses, we dene the relation alts(X;Y ) with the following semantis,
where X;Y  entities:
3
Alt-sets are also formed by abstrating over propositions, disussed in Setion 1.
4
For readability, we abbreviate X:ountry(X) to ountry.
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(6) alts(X;Y ) () 9A 2 alt-sets s:t: (X [ Y )  ground(A)
Intuitively, this relation speies that the two arguments an be found together in the
ground of at least one alt-set in the KB. Note that the desription omponent of the
alt-set need not be known.
3.1 Besides
Besides is an exision word whose gure and ground are given struturally, as in
Example (7), whih was taken from the same orpus of questions as (1). We disover
that the gure, BidFind, is a member of the ground, aution searh engines, using
the lexial information in (8)
5
in the derivation given in (10).












assertion : S   F
presupposition : F  desription(S)
alts(F; S   F )
In this analysis, the assertion speies that the gure should be removed from the
set of entities subjet to lause-level prediation, whih may be true of the gure (9b)
or may not be (9a).
(9) a. Fido is viious and I hate him, but I like dogs besides Fido.
b. Fido may be my favorite, but I like dogs besides Fido.
In either ase the speaker is ommitted to the fat that the gure (Fido) is a member
of the set under onsideration (dogs). This is expressed as the rst presupposition in
the analysis. (Sine gures an be realized pronominally, the presupposition refers to
the referent of the gure rather than its form. Setion 5.1 disusses the onsequenes
of this for implementation.)
The seond presupposition states that the gure is an alternative to the other enti-
ties under onsideration. Although this may seem redundant, we will see in Setion 3.2
that it plays an important role.
(10)
aution searh engines besides BidF ind
NP : ASEfa; b; g (NPnNP )=NP : NP : fbg
FS:(S   F )
>
NPnNP : S:(S   fbg)
<





Here, the presuppositions of besides identify BidFind as an aution searh engine
and an alternative to the other aution searh engines. If this knowledge is not already
available to the system, it may be aommodated.
The semantis of the NP, aution searh engines besides BidFind, uses the assertion
of besides to yield ASEfa; g{ i.e. the subset of aution searh engines onsisting of
a and . Searh engines, inluding The Eletri Monk, ultimately express requests
as (possibly enrihed) Boolean ombinations of key phrases. So the interpretation
5
In other onstrutions involving besides, the ground an derive from either the subjet, objet, and indiret
objet, requiring an analysis similar to unlike in Setion 4.1. Besides also has an assembly use, as in the sentene
Besides John, Mary walks.
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of aution searh engines besides BidFind would map to a rather oarse term like:
``aution searh engine'' AND NOT BidFind, but the AND NOT an make a sig-
niant dierene in what is returned.
3.2 Suh
Suh, as in (1), diers from besides in two ways. First, it is an assembly word:
Bushwakers, the gure, is required to be inluded in the ground, the set of shoes
made by Bualino. Seond, the range of onstrutions involving suh and as suggest
that it is more systemati to treat them separately. The related sentene (1
0
) shows
that they are separable within a sentene, and example (11) shows that suh is a
disourse anaphor, with a similar presupposition when it ours in a later lause.
(1
0
) Where an I nd suh shoes as the Bushwakers?
(11) Bushwakers are very omfortable.
Where an I nd suh shoes?
We treat suh in (12) as an NP modier with two presuppositions: (1) the gure,
F , has the properties assoiated with the ground, S, and (2) the gure and members
of the ground are alternatives
6
. This allows the simple syntati/semanti derivation












assertion : S [ F
presupposition : F  desription(S)
alts(F; S [ F )
(13)
suh shoes
NP=NP : S:S [ F NP : shoefa; b; g
>




alts(F; shoefa; b; g [ F )
At this point, we simply know that some shoe, the gure F , is anaphorially pre-
supposed, but in some ases we an identify it. Our analysis of NP-taking as is given











presupposition : alts(X;Y )
(15)
suh shoes as the Bushwakers
NP=NP : NP : (NPnNP )=NP : NP : fbg
S:S [ F shoefa; b; g XY:Y
< >
NP : shoefa; b; g [ F NPnNP : Y:Y
<





a: F  shoe
b: alts(F; shoefa; b; g [ F )
: alts(fbg; shoefa; b; g[F )
The presupposition set is the union of the presuppositions of suh and as, as bound
during the derivation. The remaining variable, F , we an determine solely from the
presupposition set of (15) using the old AI planning heuristi \use existing objets"
6
The assertional semantis provided here is a very oarse approximation. The set returned by the assertion
should atually be S [ F restrited by salient properties of F , suh as omfortable in (11). If no properties are
available, an eetive default might be to return the most spei subsumer of F with respet to S.
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[19℄ to avoid inventing new objets when others are already available. In partiular, we
an unify (15b) and (15), disovering that F , the gure, is the unary set Bushwakers.
This then instantiates (15a), yielding fbg  shoe. Unifying logial forms to instantiate
variables in this way follows the \interpretation as abdution" paradigm [9, 10℄.
That Bushwakers (b) are a type of shoe may or may not already be in the dis-
ourse. If it is not, we an aommodate the fat. But this is a limited form of
aommodation in that we assume that these presuppositions an be resolved with
entities already available from the disourse or a very limited set of the ommon
ground (Setion 4.3). We do not postulate new entities or keep around partial, or
underspeied, representations for later instantiation.
3.3 Other
The semanti analysis in (16) denes other, like besides, as an exision word that
exludes the gure from the ground
7
. However, it diers in that the gure derives












assertion : S   F
presupposition : F  desription(S)
alts(F; S   F )
For example, in (17), other ountries is interpreted as the set of ountries not inluding
the gure, whih must be available from elsewhere in the sentene, from the disourse,
or from the ommon ground (Setion 4.3).
(17)
other ountries
NP=NP : S:(S   F ) NP : ountryfa; b; g
>




alts(F; ountryfa; b; g   F )
While the problem of identifying a presupposed gure is not yet solved (f. Se-
tion 4), we an nd the gure for other in onstrutions ontaining than. The word
than has the same analysis as as exept for features on the syntax not shown here,
marking it as omparative rather than equative. Given this, we an perform the
derivation in (18) for the relevant portion of (1b).
(18)
other web browsers than Netsape
NP=NP : NP : (NPnNP )=NP : NP : fng
S:(S F ) browserfe; ng XY:Y
> >
NP : browserfe; ng F NPnNP : Y:Y
<






alts(F; browserfe; ng F )
alts(fng; browserfe; ng F )
As with suh as (Setion 3.2), we unify the last two presuppositions and determine
that the gure is Netsape. Thus our rst presupposition is instantiated to indiate
that Netsape is a browser, whih we an aommodate if not already known. In
addition, the assertional semantis results in fe; ng   fng = feg. In the ontext
of an NLIR system, the resulting Boolean request would be something like: ``web
browser'' AND NOT netsape.
A remaining problem involves other NPs with relative lauses: the lause an onvey
either old material (for identifying what is to be exluded) or new material (to be
7
Other an appear in other syntati onstrutions whih we lak spae to onsider here.
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prediated of the new entity). In speeh, intonation an disambiguate: for instane,
in penguins and other birds that CAN y, bird but not ying is prediated of penguin,
while in robins and other birds that an y, both are prediated of robin. For NLIR,
however, disambiguation remains a problem.
4 Finding the Figure
Identifying a presupposed gure when interpreting words like suh and other (i.e.
when the gure is not given struturally) is omparable to determining the referent of
a denite pronoun. However, there are several ommon onstrutions, besides those
reated with as and than, that make the presupposed gure easily identiable.
4.1 Exploiting the Presene of Other Alt-Set Words
Like and unlike are assembly words, but unlike other alt-set words we have disussed,
they do not take a ground. Rather, they take a gure and omplement and presup-
pose that they are alternatives. For example, in Unlike Mary, John likes spam, we
presuppose that Mary and John are alternatives. In this ase, no expliit evidene is
given for their belonging to an alt-set. However, one soure of evidene is the appear-
ane of other in one of the arguments{ e.g. in the rst sentene of this paragraph.
The analysis of unlike in (19)
8







syntax : ((S=V P )=NP )=NP
semantis : XY P
(
assertion : :(P X) ^ (P Y )
presupposition : alts(Y;X)
As in Setions 3.2 and 3.3, we an \use existing objets" and unify the last two pre-
suppositions, determining that the gure is the set of like and unlike whih, through
the rst presupposition, are inferred to belong to the set of alt-set words.
(20) unlike other alt-set words, like and unlike
((S=V P )=NP )=NP : NP=NP : NP : NP :
XY P::(P X) ^ (P Y ) S:(S   F ) as wordsf:::g flike; unlikeg
>
NP : as wordsf:::g   F
>
(S=V P )=NP : Y:P::(P (as wordsf:::g   F ) ^ (P Y )
>
S=V P : P::(P (as wordsf:::g   F ) ^ (P flike; unlikeg)
presupposition set:
(
F  alt-set words
alts(F; as wordsf:::g   F )
alts(flike; unlikeg; as wordsf:::g   F )
4.2 List Contexts
List ontexts suh as (21) below also provide a situation in whih we an identify
the gure. We inlude a presupposition with and (and list-forming ommas) that
states the oordinated items are alternatives { the same presupposition given for as
and than (Setion 3.2). Given that the urrent semantis for ountry is ountryfa; b; g,
the presupposition of and is instantiated in (21) to alts(fag; ountryfa; b; g  F ). The
8
The syntati type shown here is unusual, but it is designed to work with appositive onstrutions, whih are
not disussed in detail due to spae onsiderations.
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presuppositions of other are instantiated as in (17). This is now equivalent to (18)
where we an identify the gure, Afghanistan, though uniation.
(21) What is the drinking age in Afghanistan and other ountries?
In the ase of ...Afghanistan, other ountries, and Dallas, however, we must en-
sure that Dallas is not onsidered a ountry. Assuming that the grammar ollets
list items from left to right (easily implemented in CCG or through an inremental
parser), Afghanistan and other ountries will be ombined rst. Beause we unify
presuppositions as soon as possible (as in [9, 10℄), by the time Dallas is ombined into
the list, the gure has already been resolved to Afghanistan in the manner desribed
above. Therefore, Dallas annot be the gure and is not identied as a ountry.
4.3 Intersentential Referene
Finding the gure outside of the sentene is handled as standard disourse anaphora.
(Our implementation (Setion 5) does this through an analysis based on -ommand
and saliene.) A presupposition onerning the gure, then, beomes a further re-
strition plaed on an anteedent. If no anteedent is found that is known to meet
this restrition, an anteedent onsistent with it is hosen and the presupposition,
aommodated. Thus, in (1a), when evaluating the seond sentene, we look for an
anteedent that is a ountry. If Afghanistan is known to be a ountry, we hoose it.
Otherwise, if it is onsistent with being a ountry, we hoose it and aommodate
that fat. Otherwise we try the ommon ground before failing.
That is, presuppositions (inluding presupposed gures) an also be liensed by
elements of the ommon ground that ome from the speaker's and hearer's shared
physial or ultural situation. While in general, ompletely speifying user's and
system's ommon ground is impossible, in the onstrained domain of NLIR queries,
we an do quite well. In partiular, the user, the loation of the user, and the user's
web browser an all be onsidered part of the ommon ground. Thus, in the absene
of alternative evidene, other ountries probably exludes the user's urrent loation,
while other browsers almost ertainly exludes the one being used.
5 Pratial Implementation
We have implemented the ideas proposed in this paper in Grok, a modular NLP
system written in the Java programming language. Grok provides a CKY-style hart
parser and maintains a disourse model inluding alternative sets, a saliene list based
on entering [7℄, and a dynami ISA hierarhy.
9
5.1 Presuppositions
The paper has shown how the rules of CCG diret the evaluation of syntax and
assertional semantis in a derivation, but not how presuppositions are evaluated.
We have indiated that presuppositions are stored lexially and are soped by the
same parameters as the assertional semantis. During parsing, as ontiguous strings
9
Grok and more information about Grok an be obtained at http://www.is.informatis.ed.a.uk/~gbierner/grok/.
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are ombined via CCG rules, the orresponding presuppositions are ombined as well.
This is a ompositional, monotoni approah that does not address the projetion
problem [11℄, whih has not yet been a pressing issue for us.
Pakaging presuppositions within the derivation allows Grok to entertain multiple
interpretations simultaneously. At this time, we do not do inremental onsisteny
heking, but rather wait until a partiular parse is hosen. This maintains the mono-
toniity of the KB but does not exploit the disambiguating eet of presuppositions
and, in turn, the potential redution of parsing time. We are urrently evaluating
this trade-o. Inremental interpretation also requires inremental anaphora resolu-
tion sine presupposed gures an be realized by pronouns. To this end, we plan to
inorporate the inremental entering model given in [25℄.
5.2 Alt-Set Inlusion and Hierarhial Relations
The presuppositions in this paper refer to the inlusion of an NP in an alternative set.
These sets are represented in Grok as nodes in a single-rooted inheritane hierarhy
with two types of relations, member and subtype.
We have taken names, e.g. Netsape and Bushwakers, to denote individuals. Inlu-
sion in an alt-set therefore orresponds to being a member of its orresponding node
in the hierarhy: e.g. from browsers other than Netsape, Netsape beomes a mem-
ber of browsers. Plural NPs, e.g. browsers, denote sets. Inlusion in an alt-set here
orresponds to being a subtype. For example, in appliations other than browsers,
browser must be inserted as a subtype of the node orresponding to appliation.
As disussed in [3℄, there is a general ambiguity in English as to whether singular
NPs (denite or indenite) should be interpreted speially (22) or generially (23).
(22) a. The lion frightened my sister.
b. A lion walks into a bar.
(23) a. The lion lives in Afria.
b. A lion is a powerful beast.
This same ambiguity leads to a problem for determining whether a singular NP
should be represented as a member or a subtype. We have not tried to solve the
problem in full generality. Rather, we use the following heuristi:
Given X  A s:t: A 2 alt-sets, we always interpret A as a kind. For X , indenite
singulars are interpreted as kinds and denite singulars as individuals if an anteedent
an be found in the disourse or ommon ground, and kinds otherwise. As above, if
X denotes a kind, then X is made a subtype of A. If X is an individual, X beomes
a member of A.
For example, in an appliation other than a browser, a browser is interpreted as
a kind and therefore made a subtype of appliation. In an animal other than the
lion, if a partiular lion is in the disourse or ommon ground, that entity beomes
a member of animal. Otherwise, the lion is interpreted as a kind and beomes a
subtype of animal.
Another issue regarding the ISA hierarhy is that a omplete KB is far too large
to load into memory when running Grok. The solution is to have an independent
server to supply this information on demand. When Grok requires information about
browsers, for instane, it sends the request to the server and reeives the entry for
browser as well as all its paths to the root. This ahes relevant information in
the loal KB but does not make it disourse relevant sine the disourse model is a
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separate data struture. We assume these hierarhies will be highly branhing but
relatively shallow. This is supported by the hypernym struture of WordNet [15℄{
whose maximum depth is sixteen nodes.
5.3 Resolution
Given the anaphori nature of some alt-set words, resolution is an important issue.
The two important aspets of resolution are restritions and saliene.
One type of restrition is the dominane restrition. Given a logial form, we
ompute three things for eah portion, x, of the logial form: external dominators of
x, loal dominators of x, and things dominated by x. Loal dominators are within
the same prediate-argument struture and external dominators are outside. So, the
sentene John thinks he likes other dogs produes the logial form in (24a) and the
dominane relations in (24b). The dominane relation desribed here is C-Command
as it is desribed in [22, p.19℄. It is basially the traditional view of -ommand exept
that we ompute on semanti, not syntati, strutures.





























































Steedman [22℄ summarizes how these relations are used to restrit anaphora reso-
lution in a theory similar to that of [4℄. Reexives, for instane, must be bound to a
loal dominator but annot be bound to anything it dominates, Condition A. Other
anaphors are restrited by Condition B whih states that they annot bind to loal
dominators and Condition C, that they annot be bound by anything they dominate.
Finally, referring expressions suh as denite NPs annot resolve to any dominator or
anything it dominates.
The onsequene of these restritions in the above example, is that the pronoun, he,
annot resolve to dog, other dogs, or F . Thus, it must resolve to John or something
else earlier in the disourse. F , the gure of other dogs, annot resolve to dog but an
resolve to anything else, inluding John and the referent of X .
As noted in Setion 4.3, gures have further restritions plaed on them. A pre-
supposition of John thinks other dogs like Mary is that the gure of other dogs is a
dog. This restrition is attahed to F so that it an be used in the resolution proess.
Thus, when Grok attempts to bind F to John, it heks to see if John is a dog. If so,
John is hosen. If not, John is rejeted. If John is onsistent with being a dog and
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there are no salient dogs available in the disourse, John is hosen and the fat that
he is a dog is aommodated.
5.4 Information Retrieval
As noted earlier, this researh has been motivated by the pratial problem of natural
language information retrieval. The main aim of applying this researh to NLIR is
to inrease the amount of information in a query reognized as relevant and use it
orretly. "web browsers" AND netsape is not an appropriate searh request for
What are some web browsers besides Netsape. With the approah presented in this
paper a more reasonable query an be formed.
The same theory an be used to allow a searh engine to inform the user of ways
to improve the results of a query. For instane, if the results of the query What are
some web browsers? are overwhelmed by pages about Netsape, the message, Shall I
searh for web browsers other than Netsape?, ould be generated as text or speeh.
Grok provides this apability with a semanti head-driven generator [20℄.
The aquisition of knowledge in an ISA hierarhy is also pertinent to NLIR. As
desribed in [5℄, The Eletri Monk uses an ISA hierarhy to inrease the sope of
queries when few pertinent pages are found. By inferring knowledge from user's ques-
tions, as desribed in this paper, topial information is automatially made available
to the Monk to improve the results for future queries.
6 Preliminary Evaluation
We have hand-tested the heuristis given in Setion 4 for nding the gure of other
on three orpora: a subset of the British National Corpus (BNC), a orpus of home
maintenane instrutions (RD) [6℄, and one month of queries from the Monk. The
BNC ontains a great deal of literature and literary ritiism, while the RD is a more
onstrained \how to" text. The dialogues in the Monk's user interations are the
shortest and most onstrained of all.
Without Default With Default
preision reall preision reall
BNC 100% 10% 47% 47%
RD 100% 43.4% 57.8% 57.8%
Monk 100% 69.6% 78.3% 78.3%
Table 1. Auray of gure nding heuristis
Table 1 gives sores for preision and reall where preision is the number of gures
orretly identied out of those attempted and reall is the number orret out of
all instanes of the word other
10
. We show two sets of sores
11
. The rst uses only
the tehniques desribed in Setion 4. The seond inludes a default heuristi whih
hooses the most reent sentential subjet that is not the other phrase itself. With
10
We exluded idioms like on the other hand.
11
Note that the gold standard is not 100% beause there are ases in the data sets where not enough of the
disourse was available to identify the gure.
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the default, preision and reall are the same beause the proedure identied a gure
for all instanes of other.
These sores simply suggest that the urrent approah is pratial sine the heuris-
tis give signiantly greater auray with more onstrained texts suh as are found
in the queries of NLIR systems like the Monk.
Comparing results with and without the default, in the latter ase, 30.4% of the
time, no element is hosen as the gure, ausing NPs of the form \other y" to be
translated to just simply y in the Boolean query. This will ause false positives, pages
inorretly ontaining the gure, to be inluded in the results of the query.
With the default, the set of instanes where false positives are returned is redued
to 21.7%. In these ases, the NP \other y" is translated into y AND NOT z where
z is an inorretly identied gure. Here there are two possibilities: z ould be of
interest to the user, ausing important douments to not be returned (false negatives).
Alternatively, z ould be irrelevant, in whih ase no false negatives our, and the
query is essentially just y, ausing false positives. Further investigation into the
frequeny of these situations and the eet they have on users' ability to eetively
omplete their tasks will help pinpoint the appropriate tradeos to make in a pratial
system. Further evaluation will be possible when Grok is integrated with the Monk.
7 Conlusion
We have shown how a oordinated syntati/semanti analysis of ommon words
involving alternative sets, together with a \use existing objets" heuristi also used in
abdutive approahes to disourse interpretation, allows properties of entities to be
automatially inferred. Although the work applies in general, it has been motivated
with respet to helping to diret the searh of NLIR systems like The Eletri Monk.
We believe that signiant knowledge an be aumulated and the preision of
searhes greatly improved in this way. Moreover, with no more mahinery, we believe
that analyses similar to those in this paper an be produed for a large set of ommonly
ourring words suh as like, dierent (than), similar to, exept (for), rather than,
apart from, inluding, for example, also, too, instead (of), and another, as well as
omparatives suh as taller and better. This is work we are urrently arrying out.
A parallel eort is required to understand the attentional harateristis of their
presuppositions, so that more aurate resolution proedures an be developed for
those onstrutions whose arguments are not all given struturally.
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